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ABSTRACT 
Comments are made regarding the implementation of a Toeplitz-matrix inversion 
algorithm described by Bitmead and Anderson in [l]. We show that although the 
algorithm is asymptotically efficient with O(N(log N)‘) operations, it requires a 
10” X 10” matrix to break even with the class of algorithms whose operation count is 
of the order of O(N’) (as found in [4]). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This correspondence concerns the matrix inversion procedure proposed in 
the paper “Asymptotically Fast Solution of Toeplitz and Related Systems of 
Equations” by Bitmead and Anderson [l]. Their algorithm makes use of the 
concept of displacement rank (see [l], [5]) to represent a matrix as a sum of 
products of lower and upper triangular Toeplitz matrices. The authors first 
show how such decompositions may be used to perform very efficient matrix 
multiplication via the FFT. Then, after proving that displacement-rank de- 
compositions have certain “hereditary” properties, they describe a recursive 
algorithm based on subdividing the matrix into four equal blocks and ex- 
pressing its inverse in terms of these blocks and the inverse of a diagonal 
block and of its Schur complement. 
The techniques described in [l] are intuitively appealing and seem very 
promising. However, in the process of implementing the algorithm, we 
discovered several difficulties which appear to limit its applicability. In 
particular, the operation count cited-48N(log, N)2 -applies only to so- 
called “generic” Toeplitz matrices, while extensions to more practical classes 
such as positive definite Toeplitz matrices were found to incur a computa- 
tional burden greater than 7OOON(log, N)‘. We shall restrict our discussion to 
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this relatively small class of matrices, since the problem should be even more 
acute for classes with displacement rank greater than two. 
II. ON a-DECOMPOSITIONS 
A key assumption (“genericticity”) in steps 2, 5, and 10 of the algorithm 
in [l] is that the a+decomposition (~decomposition) can be obtained 
through only the first (last) (Y columns and rows of the matrix. As we shall see, 
this is extremely important in limiting the number of operations employed in 
steps 4 and 9. That such an assumption does not even include (as duly noted 
in the paper [l]) the class of positive definite Toeplitz matrices can be seen 
from 
whose (Y+ displacement rank is given by 
rank(R- ZRZ') -rank 
but which requires both the first and last columns for decomposition. 
The suggested procedure of searching the set of 2X2 submatrices of 
R - ZRZ' can be made computationally reasonable for symmetric matrices, 
since it can be shown that it requires only a search of its principal diagonal 
[2]. However, step 2 of the algorithm in [l] decomposes TZr, a nonsymmetric 
matrix whose displacement rank may be as great as 3 even when T is 
Toeplitz.’ This problem may be alleviated by an alternative procedure 
described in [2] which replaces the partition of an cwdecomposed matrix by 
the a-decomposition of the partition and still results in 
Tl, = If wJ/~ where y=3. 
I=1 
‘Our notation follows that of [l]: The partitioned matrix subject to inversion is denoted by 
T= , whereas its inverse is T- ’ = S = 
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III. THE OPERATION COUNT 
The preceding paragraphs imply that the decomposition of S (step 10 of 
the algorithm) will in general require the computation of S,,, which is given 
by S,, = TL’ + T,-,‘T,,S,,T&‘. Th e general displacement ranks of all the 
matrices on the right are 2 except for Tia, which has displacement rank y = 3. 
The second term consists of 2 X y X 2 X y X 2 = 8y2 terms of the form UL X 
LU X UL X LU X UL. The application of [l, Lemma 31 requires 32y2 con- 
volutions to reduce these to the form ULULUL (one for each combination). 
Another 16y2 convolutions via [l, Lemma 51 (two for each reversal) produce 
3x8~~ = 24y2 terms of the form UULLUL, and 48y2 more convolutions 
yield ULUL. Similarly, an additional set of 48y2 + 144~~ = 192y2 convolu- 
tions finally results in 72y2 terms of the form UL. The total number of 
convolutions required is thus 288~~ = 2592. Let us now suppose the original 
NXN matrix is given by N=2”. At stage m (m=O,...,n-1) of the 
doubling procedure we are performing the inversion of 2” matrices of 
dimension 2”-“. Each of these inversions requires at least 2592 convolutions. 
A convolution of two real vectors of length p requires three real fast Fourier 
transforms, resulting in Splog, p real multiplications [3]. Our vectors are of 
length Znpnr+i (a factor of 2 due to zero padding); thus an inversion incurs at 
least 6X2592X 2n~n’log(2”~“‘t1 ) = 1.5 X lo4 X Znpn’( n - m + 1) operations. 
Multiplying by 2”‘, which is the number of inversions, and summing over 
m=O to n-l, we obtain a total of 1.5 X lo4 X2%( n +3)/2 or about 
7X 103N(log2 N)2 operations just for this phase of the algorithm. 
Hence, we conclude that the operation count will be greater than 7X 
lO”N(log N)2. This would entail at least a lo6 X lo6 matrix to break even in 
comparison with algorithms [4] which require 2N2 operations. A parallel 
analysis for storage requirements reveals similar difficulties. Finally, we note 
that the drawbacks presented here should also apply to the algorithm sketched 
in [5]; however, the lack of detail provided in that article prevents us from 
making a more definitive statement. 
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